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Abstract
We present a stochastic planner based on Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) that participates to the probablistic planning track of the 2004 International Planning Competition. The planner transforms the PDDL
problems into factored MDPs that are then solved with
a structured policy iteration algorithm. A probabilistic
reachability analysis is performed, approximating the
MDP solution over the reachable states subspace, in order to restrict the search space and allow a subsequent
heuristic search.

iteration scheme, the current policy is assessed on the infinite horizon and improved locally at each iteration. The
value of a policy π is solution of Bellman’s equations (Bellman 1957) :
X
V π (s) =
T (s, π(s), s0 ) · (R(s, π(s), s0 ) + β V π (s0 ))
s0 ∈S

Compared to value iteration, the policy iteration algorithm
converges in fewer iterations, but each policy assessment
stage may be computationally costly. A large discussion
about criteria and resolution algorithms is proposed in (Puterman 1994).

Introduction
We present a planner based on Markov Decision Processes
(MDPs) (Puterman 1994) to participate in the probabilistic
planning track of the International Planning Competition at
ICAPS’04. MDPs provide a decision-theoretic framework
for planning with uncertain actions effects. A MDP (Puterman 1994) is a Markov chain controlled by an agent. A
control strategy associates to each state the choice of an action, whose result is a stochastic state. The Markov property
means that the probability of arriving in a particular state after an action only depends on the previous state of the chain
and not on the entire states history. Formally it is a tuple
hS, A, T, Ri where S is the set of states, A is the set of actions, T and R are functions giving respectively the transition probabilities between states (depending on the chosen
action) and the immediate or terminal rewards (depending
on the starting state, the chosen action and the ending state).
The most frequent optimisation criterion
P∞ consists in maximizing the infinite horizon sum E ( t=0 β rt ) of expected
rewards rt discounted by a factor 0 < β < 1 that insures the
convergence of algorithms, but can also be interpreted as a
uncontrolled stopping probability between two time points.
The resolution of MDPs is based on dynamic programming and includes two classes of algorithms : value iteration and policy iteration. The first is an iteration on the
value function associated with each state, that is to say the
expected accumulated reward starting from this state. When
the iterated value function stabilizes, the optimal value function is reached and the optimal policy follows. In the policy
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Motivations and issues
Nevertheless, classical exact algorithms (based on stochastic dynamic programming on an explicitly enumerated state
space) are not effective enough for realistic applications that
often have very large state spaces (Boutilier & Hanks 1999;
Verfaillie, Garcia, & Péret 2003). Proposed techniques
to solve such problems include approximating or learning methods (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis 1995) where the computing cost and the error are both controlled. Other approaches exploit the natural structure of planning problems
either by using compact factored representations (Boutilier
& Hanks 1999; Boutilier, Dearden, & Goldszmidt 2000;
Hoey et al. 2000), or by decomposing the state space in
sub-regions (Hauskrecht et al. 1998; Dean & Lin 1995;
Parr 1998) that enables a hierarchical resolution that is
sometimes more effective.
Our initial motivations are to combine factored and
enumerated state representations in probabilistic planning
(Teichteil-Knigsbuch & Fabiani 2004). The obtained hybrid
MDP model exploits the problem structure in terms of both
decomposition and factorization. This approach is adapted
for stochastic planning problems involving both intermediate tasks planning and navigation planning. Tools are needed
in order to restrict the search space to its useful part and allow an efficient heuristic search in useful regions.

State space factorization
Our planner uses a compact factored representation of
MDPs based on Algebraic Decision Diagrams (ADDs) (R.I.
Bahar et al. 1993) and is inspired from (Hoey et al. 2000).

Since the problems of the stochastic planning track of the
competition are given in the PPDDL 1.0 language (Younes
& Littman 2003), we must translate the PPDDL problem
definitions into ADDs-based MDP representation.
The factorization of the state space consist in a cross product involving state variables : S = ⊗ni=1 xi . It is a compact
representation because the states are no longer enumerated
in a list, but rather structured by the set of random state variables: xi ni=1 . Such variables enable to process sets of states,
instead of individual states, whenever useful. For each action, the transition probability into a given state is no longer
given as a function of the individual initial state but now depends conditionnally on the state variables. Therefore, they
can be represented either as Dynamic Bayesian Networks
(Dean & Kanazawa 1989) or with probabilistic S TRIPS operators (Dearden & Boutilier 1997).

Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs)
A factored MDP can be represented by use of a set of action networks. For each action, an action network (which is
a DBN) represents the probabilistic effects and rewards obtained on the variables after the action has been performed
(post-action variables), conditionally to the possible values of the variables before the action is applied (pre-action
variables). There can exist diachronic arcs, directed from
pre-action variables to post-action variables, and synchronic
arcs encoding for dependences (correlations) between postaction variables. Such DBNs represent the factored conditional (controlled) transition probabilities within the state
space, encoded as conditional probabilities of obtaining the
post-action variables knowing the pre-action variables. The
corresponding immediate rewards are directly associated to
the possible transitions. These data are stored respectively in
a Conditional Probability Table and in a Conditional Reward
Table. Such data structures can be represented either as a set
of decision trees (Boutilier, Dearden, & Goldszmidt 2000)
or as a set of Algebraic Decision Diagrams (ADDs) (Hoey
et al. 2000). Although ADDs only deal with binary variables (boolean values), they are in most cases much more
effective than decision trees. Non-binary variables are then
encoded using a number of boolean variables (Hoey et al.
2000).

Resolution scheme
The resolution scheme corresponding to factored MDPs,
named Decision-Theoretic Regression, avoid the explicit
enumeration of all states at each iteration. The corresponding algorithms are structured versions of the classical MDPs
resolution algorithms, which use algebraic operations defined on decision trees, or ADDs, in order to solve Bellman’s equations for these data structures. For instance, using ADDs, the conditional probabilities ADDs of the possible actions (Probability ADDs) and conditional reward values ADDs of the possible actions (Reward ADDs) are combined in order to provide both Value Function ADDs and
Policy ADDs on the factored state space. The algorithms
directly perform the operations on ADDs (the same on decision trees naturally). The SPI algorithm (Boutilier, Dearden, & Goldszmidt 2000) is a value iteration scheme based

on decision trees. The SPUDD and APRICODD algorithms
(Hoey et al. 2000), based on ADDs, are respectively value
iteration and approximated value interation algorithms for
factored MDPs. As SPUDD, we use the CUDD package
(Somenzi 1998) as an ADD library in our planner.

Policy iteration with ADDs
However, our planner rather implements a structured version of the modified policy iteration. As a matter of fact,
we did not find any implementation of the policy iteration
scheme based on the CUDD package. To our experience,
the CUDD package does not provide directly a number of
operations that appear as useful for policy iteration. For instance, policy evaluation requires an operation on the current Policy ADD Π, which replaces each leaf labelled by the
number of an action a (Policy ADDs have leaves labelled by
action numbers) with the Reward ADD Ra of this action a,
and replaces the other leaves by 0. Let us call ConcatActionRewardADDPolicy(Π,a) such an operation that outputs
an ADD RaΠ having the same leaves values as Ra when applicable according to Π, 0 otherwise. RΠ =a∈A RaΠ is the
immediate reward ADD applying Π over the state space.
Rπ ←− 0
For a from 1 to |A| do
RaΠ ←− ConcatActionRewardADDP olicy(Π, a)
Rπ ←− RΠ + RaΠ
Similarly, we need a ConcatActionProbADDPolicy(Π,a) to
compute the probability ADDs PaΠ that applies the Probability ADD Pa of action a whenever applicable according to Π,
and 0 otherwise. PΠ =a∈A PaΠ is the transition Probability
ADD over the state space S applying Π. The implemented
version of these operations could possibly be improved by
writing new low-level procedures for the CUDD package.

Correlations
The resolution of factored MDPs can sometimes be specifically improved, depending on the specific features of the
problem. For instance, dealing with correlations between
post-action variables in action networks (synchronic arcs)
may be an issue. In (Boutilier, Dearden, & Goldszmidt
2000), it is proposed to replace such parasitic post-action
variables in decision trees (or ADDs) by modified subtrees
containing only pre-action variables. However, this complex
operation can be avoided. This is done in our planner by
using a single complete action diagram per action network
(Hoey et al. 2000) that represents the product of the conditional probabilities of obtaining the post-action variables
knowing the pre-action variables; as a matter of fact, the
correlations in that case are implicit and they do not require
a specific treatment.

Probabilistic Reachability Analysis and Heuristic
Search
Coping with large state spaces is a really challenging issue when dealing with realistic problems. This problem has
been addressed from at least two different points of view in
the literature :

• Reachability analysis : when the initial state is known,
a reachability analysis allows to dismiss state variables
combinations (sets of states) corresponding to states that
will never be reached or traversed. For example, the algorithm R EACHABLE K proposed in (Boutilier, Brafman, &
Geib 1998) enables to push away from trees (or ADDs in
the same way) the nodes corresponding to states that are
not reachable when starting from a given starting state.
• heuristic search : an heuristic search algorithm can be
used in order to speed up the optimization algorithms, either by producing good initialization values for iterative
optimization, or by leading the optimization algorithm to
run on more useful regions of the state space. For example, the algorithm proposed in (Feng & Hansen 2001)
does both and guarantees to converge towards the optimal solution by using an admissible heuristic. It performs
value iteration on a restriction E of the state space. It uses
a lower bound estimation as a heuristic initial value assigned on the “fringe” states on the border of E for value
iteration on the states of E. This heuristic also determines
the “explansion” of E via a reachability analysis using the
current “partial” policy Π given by policy iteration at this
stage.
The meeting point of both points of view is reached when
the heuristic search is based on a reachability analysis. In
our planner we perform a probabilistic reachability analysis
on the problem. We use it in the policy iteration scheme in
order to provide an initial partial policy. We also use it to
restrict the resolution algorithm on a useful subspace of the
state space. These aspects of the resolution schemeare still
under development and require further work.

Conclusion
We have presented our probabilistic planner which is
based on Factored Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) as
a decision-theoretic framework for planning under uncertainty. The work described in this short paper is still uncomplete at this time, but will be completed for the probabilistic planning track of the International Planning Competition at ICAPS’04. We expect the competition to lead
to improvements of our algorithms, to be used later in a
more general framework combining factored and enumerated state representations. Such an hybrid MDP model allows to take advantage of the problem structure in terms of
both (geographical) decomposition and factorization. It is
more dedicated to stochastic planning problems involving
both intermediate tasks planning and navigation planning,
such as exploration missions. This research is part of the
autonomous helicopter project ReSSAC project at ONERA
(http://www.cert.fr/dcsd/RESSAC).
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